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Privacy and Information Technology
I. Introduction
In both law and ethics, "privacy" is an
umbrella term for a wide variety of interests.
Much of the vast literature on privacy has focused
on an interest protected in American tort law
referred to as the crucial core of privacy, and often
described as "having control over information
about oneself."
States

Supreme

Beginning in 1965, the United
Court

also

recognized

an

apparently distinct constitutional right to privacy.
Because there is no right to privacy explicitly
guaranteed in the Constitution, however, and the
constitutional

cases invoking this right are so

diverse, there has been a great deal of criticism and
controversy surrounding the constitutional right of
privacy. Despite this confusion, reaction to recent
Supreme Court confirmation hearings has made it
clear that many in the American public and
congress are unwilling to give up the privacy
protection they currently enjoy.
I first discuss philosophical origins of
privacy, and the historical divergence between
privacy protection in tort and constitutional law.
Second, I describe areas of technological advance
in which informational privacy concerns - both
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moral and legal - are raised. For each I suggest
some responses and possible solutions.

I then

explain my general approach to privacy concerns
arising from technological advance. My view is
that

new

technologies

must

be

managed

appropriately, to safeguard privacy vigorously and
comprehensively,

without

sacrificing

their

technological benefits.
Let me make two preliminary points. First,
I shall not place special weight on privacy as a
right, as opposed to a claim or an interest.

A

claim is often described as an argument that
someone deserves something.

A right is then a

justified claim; justified by laws or judicial
decisions if it is a legal right, by moral principles if
it is a moral right.1

My points are significant,

however, independently of whether or not we can
ultimately make sense of rights, explain when they
are binding, or show that they are reducible to
utilitarian claims. The literature on privacy uses
rights terminology, and I accommodate that. Yet
I begin by referring to privacy more generally as an
interest, by which I mean something it would be a
good thing to have, leaving open how extensively
it ought to be protected.
Second and more obviously, nothing in my
discussion requires assuming one endorse all the
decisions in cases I cite. One can appreciate the
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controversy

however

one views

the

actual

judgments.
II. Philosophical and Other Origins of Privacy
Some concept (or multiple concepts) of
privacy has played a fundamental role in political
and religious writings as well as in biological,
anthropological,

and sociological studies from

antiquity to today. There is ample evidence for
this, some of which is explicit in written material
and some of which derives from customs and
social practices.
Consider first two examples from political
philosophy.

An important

and well-known

(though sometimes controversial) tenet since t~le
time of Aristotle has been the dichotomy between
public and private realms. In his book on politics,
Aristotle saw the polis, the concept of a structured
body politic and province of political activity, as a
public sphere where details of government and the
proceedings of the city-state developed.2 Political
animals by nature, men (but not women or slaves
or children) were intended to participate fully in
the polis. In ancient times as well as later, the
trend was to set limits on the power

of

governmental authority by separating from this
public sphere various places and activities viewed
as illegitimate arenas for public regulation.
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For

Aristotle, the oikos was a private sphere attached
to the home, namely the private household.
Family life served as a paradigm of the private
sphere that defined the role of women.
A second instance in political literature
comes from John Locke, who marked off the
distinction between public and private property in
his Second Treatise on Government (1690). The
original state of nature, according to Locke, is for
all "a state of perfect freedom to order their
actions, and dispose of their possessions and
persons as they see fit, within the bounds of the
Law of Nature."3 In the state of nature no person
has exclusive rights to the earth. The earth and all
the bounty produced by nature belong to all in
common.

Nevertheless, each person possesses

himself (or herselt) absolutely and has property
rights to that with which he mixes his labor.
Everyone has a property right to "his own person"
and can extend it through sweat and labor. Thus
what belongs to and is acquired by the self is
private property and is distinctly separate from
what is owned publicly or in common with all. In
Locke's Treatise there are other contexts in which
the separation between public and private remains,
yet the relationship between the two spheres is
more complex.

Those who freely consent to

create a political society thereby establish public
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means, namely the maintenance of civic order
through social contract, to assure private ends,
specifically the protection

of life, liberty, and

property. In contrast to Aristotle's view, the state
becomes for Locke a necessary means for public
protection of certain private ends.
Political philosopher Jean Bethke Elshtain
has argued that a wide array of thinkers "of the
Western political tradition assumed and deployed
some form of a distinction between the public and
the private ....As conceptual categories, public and
private ordered and structured diverse activities,
purposes, and dimensions of human social life and
thinking about that life. ,,4 The public/private split
has sometimes been taken to reflect differences
between the appropriate scope of government, as
opposed to self-regulation by individuals. It has
also been interpreted to differentiate political and
domestic spheres of life. These diverse linguistic
descriptions capture overlapping yet nonequivalent
concepts. Nevertheless they share the assumption
that there is a boundary marking off that which is
private from that which is public.
In

addition

to

these

philosophical

references to a distinction between public and
private,

consider

as

well

biological

and

anthropological studies that provide evidence of
the

fundamental

value
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placed

on

privacy.

Philosopher Alan Westin, has reviewed animal
studies demonstrating that a desire for privacy is
not distinctively human.s Such studies show, for
example, that virtually all animals seek periods of
individual seclusion or small-group
Usually

described

as

a

tendency

intimacy.
toward

territoriality, such patterns serve various biological
purposes, especially that of ensuring propagation
of the species.

Westin concludes that lithe

parallels between territory rules in animals and
trespass concepts in human society are obvious: in
each, the organism lays claim to private space to
promote individual well-being and small-group
intimacy."6
Anthropological studies by Margaret Mead
and others, as well as social and psychological
research, support this view that privacy is a crosscultural and cross-species universal. 7 They have
shown that virtually all societies have techniques
for setting distances and avoiding contact with
others in order to establish physical boundaries to
maintain privacy.

Although

some primitive

cultures appear to show no concern for privacy for
changing clothes, bathing, birth, death, and so on,
anthropologists have found that these cultures use
various psychological methods for gaining privacy
for the individual or family when communal life
makes such physical privacy protection impossible.
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Withholding feelings and expression, averting
one's eyes, facing a wall, for instance, provide
more subtle ways of putting up social barriers.s
This brief survey demonstrates that despite
the emphasis placed on privacy in varied contexts,
the idea of privacy employed is not always the
same.
spheres

Privacy may refer to the separation of
of activity,

limits on governmental

authority, forbidden knowledge and experience,
limited access, and ideas of group membership, to
name a few possibilities.

Consequently,

this

background sketch provides evidence that privacy
is commonly taken to incorporate different clusters
of interests.
Anthropological literature documents the
increased physical and psychological opportunities
in modern societies to gain privacy through more
anonymity, mobility, and economic autonomy. At
the same time, however,

greater

population

density, technological advances, and increased
governmental power all undermine an individual's
ability to maintain a private space within a broader
social community.
III. Legal History of Two Privacy Interests
It is likely that technological advance was
a major impetus for the codification of privacy
protection in written law in the United States.
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American
apparently

law has evolved
different

rights

to protect
to

two

privacy--one

developed in the last ninety years in tort and
Fourth Amendment law, the other first announced
as a constitutional right in 1965. Taken within the
context of the influence of common law, both are
relatively recent developments in u.s. law.
One of the most influential law review
articles ever written was "The Right to Privacy" by
Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis. Arguing that
"political, social, and economic changes entail
recognition of new rights" and "the common
law ...grows to meet the demands of society,"9
Warren and Brandeis urged that protection we
already had against actual bodily injury (battery),
attempts (assault), nuisances (offensive noises and
odors), slander, and even alienation of a wife's
affections (which was held remediable!)lO should
be supplemented with a right to privacy protecting
a person even if the injury is merely to individual
feelings. Relying on Judge Cooley's phrase, the
right "to be let alone,"ll and cases they felt were
already precedents,

they argued that the law

should "protect the privacy of private life"12by
securing for an individual the right of determining
the extent to which his or her written work,
thoughts, sentiments, or likeness could be given to
the public. Citing recent inventions and numerous
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mechanical devices such as high-speed cameras
and presses for mass production of newspapers
that "have invaded the sacred precincts of private
and domestic life,"13they urged the law to offer a
remedy for protection from such invasions.
One story holds that Warren was upset
about

newspaper

publicity

concerning

his

daughter's wedding. That has been disputed. If
correct, however, it makes clear the early link
between technological advance, namely the rise of
large-scale media coverage through newspapers,
and growing worries about protecting individual
privacy.
Up until 1890 when Warren and Brandeis'
paper appeared, American law had been extremely
cautious about protecting emotional harms for at
least two reasons: (i) the difficulty of assessing
damages

for emotional

harms

and (ii) the

subjectivity of the findings based on a state of
mind, especially where there is no parallel or
concomitant physical injury. While the second is
perhaps a reasonable concern, the first is a poor
excuse for denying recovery. Surely it is no less
difficult to fix a dollar value on a finger lost, an
arm, or a life. But Warren and Brandeis were
arguing that existing law already recognized a
principle of privacy derived from common law in
such cases as breach of trust and defamation,
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which, when applied to new facts, could protect
individuals from the press, photographers,

or

anyone with devices for recording or reproducing
sounds or scenes. Thus they claimed not to be
advocating judicial activism, that is, judicial
legislation or the addition of legal principles by
judges. 14
While the earliest test cases failed to
protect the right Warren and Brandeis argued
for,15 both the American public and subsequent
cases16soon endorsed and expanded it in tort and
Fourth Amendment cases. What I am referring to
as "tort privacy" now covers interests individuals
have in protection from unwarranted observations
of themselves and their activities, materials, and
conversations, whether these occur in person or
through electronic surveillance.

Owing to the

growth of computer technology and capacities for
rapid recording and retrieval of vast amounts of
data, protection has also been increased against
having one's communications

reproduced

or

misused without authorization, and against having
information
exploited.
attacks

about

oneself

appropriated

and

Such abuse of information includes
on

one's

reputation,

disclosure

of

embarrassing facts, and use of one's name or
likeness without permission.1? Alternatively, the
protected data may be relevant to the Privacy Act
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of 1974 which covers employment, academic, and
medical records.
The second legal right to privacy protected
in the United States is even more difficult to
describe. It was first recognized by the Supreme
Court in 1965 when it overturned convictions for
violating

Connecticut

statutes

which banned

disbursement of contraceptive-related information,
instruction,

and medical

advice to

married

persons.18 Controversy began almost immediately
because there were four opinions written in
defense of the judgment, each offering a different
justification.

In a subsequent

case, Justice

Brennan argued,
... if the constitutional right to privacy
means anything, it is the right of the
individual, married or single, to be free
from unwarranted intrusion into matters so
fundamentally affecting a person as the
decision whether to bear or beget a child.19
This paved the way for using the constitutional
right to privacy as a defense for the famous and
controversial Roe v. Wade20 abortion decision the
following year. Then in Moore v. City of East
Cleveland privacy was extended to decisions
concerning

family
21

arrangements.

composition
Furthermore,

and

living

constitutional

privacy was cited as one major reason for
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overturning mandatory sterilization laws,22and for
allowing "possession of obscene matter" in one's
home,23 interracial marriage,24 and attendance at
public schools.25
Many commentators have defined the tort
interest in privacy as "control over information
about oneself," and that interest is referred to as
the classic notion of privacy. Given this intuitive
characterization of tort and Fourth Amendment
privacy concerns, it is possible to see a conceptual
difference between privacy interests protected in
tort

and

Fourth

constitutional

Amendment

privacy.

law

and

Paradigmatically,

in
tort

privacy cases involve concerns with information-either conveyed by an individual (e.g. in private
conversation or activity) or about an individual
(e.g. records, newspaper stories). We should take
care to note, however, that tort privacy is not as
univocal as this description indicates. In tort and
Fourth Amendment law, intrusive behavior such as
snooping or spying can violate privacy even if no
information is gathered or disseminated.

It now

protects one as well from harassment from bill
collectors and stomach pumping for evidence.26
The constitutional privacy cases are even more
diverse, ranging over issues related to one's body,
family relations, life style, and child rearing.
In 1977, in Whalen v. Roe, the Court made
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its most comprehensive effort thus far to define the
legal right to privacy, embracing both (i) an
"individual interest in avoiding disclosure of
personal

matters"

and

(ii)

an

"interest

in

independence in making certain kinds of important
decisions. ,,27 The Whalen case was deemed to
involve both aspects of privacy. Nevertheless, the
Court upheld New York statutes for maintaining
computerized records of prescriptions for certain
dangerous but lawful drugs (morphine used by
cancer patients, for example) even though the
records

included

addresses.

the

patients'

names

and

Here was a data base of sensitive

information, where access was not controlled.
Although Whalen was said to involve both privacy
interests, what I have been calling the tort interest
in privacy (which still arises, of course, in Supreme
Court cases) and the constitutional right to privacy
(now often cited in lower court decisions) are still
often viewed as separable interests.
One theme of my book, In Pursuit of
Privacy: Law, Ethics and the Rise of Technology,
focuses

on

constitutional

privacy

and

the

philosophically interesting claim that the line of
constitutional cases since Griswold involve rights
which have "no basis in any meaningful conception
of privacy."28 I argue that there is a similarity of
reasons for protection of privacy in varied cases,
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showing that the close relationship between tort
and Fourth Amendment and constitutional privacy
claims

is

philosophically

well-motivated,

historically accurate, and reflected in ordinary
language--all considerations that justify a broad
conception of privacy, which I characterize as a
multi-faceted cluster concept. Another theme in
my book focuses on ways advancing technology
threatens tort or informational privacy. I examine
privacy issues raised by (i) database information
storage and (ii) new telephone and computer
services such as caller identification and e-mail.
IV. Database and On-line Information
Consider first a case involving credit
bureaus and the U.S. Post Office.29 We now pay
32 cents in the United States for a first-class
postage stamp, more than double its price in 1960,
even when adjusted for inflation. But those who
are frustrated

about paying more money for

stamps may be even more concerned that this is
not the only step the U. S. Postal Service has
considered taking to increase profits. The postal
service has also studied plans to sell addresses, as
part of the first nationwide electronic address list,
to direct-mail companies and other businesses.
Unfortunately,

this

profit-seeking

move

is

potentially very costly to consumers, as it risks
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major losses of individual privacy.
The problem does not lie solely with the
proposed

address list.

It is what businesses,

investigators and government can do by matching
such a list with names and other information
available for sale.

The postal executives have

claimed the list will reduce undeliverable mail and
that they will strictly control use of the list. We
may well wonder why, then, the direct mail
industry has become so excited at the prospect.
In America, when you request a store
catalogue or file a change of address card or fill a
prescription, your name goes on a list. When you
apply for a mortgage,

a driver's license, or

telephone service, you part with private details
about yourself and often supply extensive amounts
of information. Virtually every transaction today
is recorded

in a computer,

and a recent

consequence is the routine collection and transfer
of personal infonnation in digitized form. The sale
of such data for profit in the American private
sector is now a multimillion- dollar business
dominated by the leading credit bureaus: TRW in
California, Equifax in Atlanta and Trans Union
Credit Infonnation in Chicago. The sheer volume
of information stored and repeatedly resold is
stunning: these information sponges keep more
than

400

million

records
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on

160

million

individuals.

[Consider this data: TRW 1988

revenues: $ 335,000,000, 155 million individual
files; Trans Union 1988 revenues: $300,000,000,
155

million

files; Equifax

1988

revenues:

$269,000,000, 100 million files, and they are not
the only ones in the business.30]
At little or no cost, the bureaus make it
easy for almost anyone to find out another
individual's income, employment status, marital
status, driving record, real estate holdings, credit
limit, and even civil and criminal court records.
Yet it is difficult or impossible for individuals to
find out if information about them is being used.
A Business Week article described how
... the long arm of American Express Co.
reached out and grabbed Ray Parrish.
After getting his credit card in January, the
22-year old New Yorker promptly paid
bills of $331 and $204.39 in February and
March. Then he got a surprising call. His
credit privileges were being suspended, an
American Express clerk informed him,
because his checking account showed too
small a balance to pay his April charge of
$596. A contrite American Express now
says it should have asked before peeking,
and it reinstated Parrish after he paid his
bill from his savings and cash on hand.
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But that was beside the point.

"I felt

violated," says Parrish, who has kept his
card because he needs it. "When I gave
them my bank account number, I never
thought they would use it to routinely look
over my shoulder.

,,31

TRW, Equifax, and Trans Union claim to guard
their information, but they actually sell it readily.
As a test, one of the editors of Business Week
signed

up

identifying

with

two

himself

as

superbureaus,
an

editor

at

McGraw-Hill Inc. He told one fib: that he
might be hiring an employee or two and
would need their credit reports.

After a

perfunctory check, both bureaus gave him
carte blanche--and revealed the surprising
breadth of their files....Provided with just
the names and addresses of two of his
colleagues,

one superbureau

produced

their credit reports--including their social
security numbers that the editor didn't
have--for $20 apiece.
manager

warned

mortgage

The superbureau

that one colleague's

was ominously

large, then

offered to fax the reports.
The second arrangement was more
open-ended.

For a $500 initial fee, the

editor got access via his home computer to
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the superbureau's
explore,

he

data base.

again

Free to

checked

on

his

colleagues, at about $15 per report. Then
he ran two names whose prominence
might have set off alarms if the credit
agency audited use of its files. One was
Representative Richard J. Durbin (0-111.),
the other Dan Quayle [who was vicepresident at the time.]
There were no alarms ....There was
nothing juicy.32
The editor learned that Quayle charges more at
Sears, Roebuck than at Brooks Brothers and has
a big mortgage; he was also given all Quayle's
credit card numbers.

When told of the search,

Quayle was not amused.
There are at least four sets of privacy
problems generated by these huge credit bureau
databases: (1) First, once one is in a database in
the United States, one loses access to and control
over the information.

There are few legal

restrictions at present, and a great deal of money
can be made by selling data.

Economic and

market factors make the information vulnerable to
exposure.

What one may have thought was

private, such as shopping and spending habits or
medical problems, soon can become public. (E.g.
results of genetic testing.)
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(2) Second, there are many loopholes in
current legal protections.
serious

That is, there is a

lack of protection

despite

statutory

attempts to salvage privacy.
The Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970 is a case
in point. It sounds good. It gives individuals the
right to see and correct their credit reports and
limits the rights of others to look at them. But it
has five exceptions, including a big one: Anyone
with a "legitimate business need" can peek.
Legitimate isn't defined.
Then there's the Right to Financial Privacy Act
of 1978. It forbids the government to rummage
through bank-account records without following
set procedures.

But it excludes state agencies,

including law enforcement officials, as well as
private employers.

And more exceptions are

tacked on every year. 33
These loopholes minimize the effectiveness of the
legislation.

Moreover, the patchwork of legal

protections

is peculiar and difficult to justify.

Rental records from a video store are protected,
for example, while medical insurance records,
which often contain more important and more
personal information, are not. This is especially
disturbing since Blue Cross/Blue Shield and other
health care

providers

now

require

detailed

explanations of treatment before granting even
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partial reimbursement, thus creating new medical
data files for each payment.
(3) Third, private individuals can now use
personal computers and Internet services to gain
access to database information.
developed

by

TRW,

Lotus

New software
Development

Corporation and others, magnifies access to this
information because of its low cost, ease of use,
and lack of safeguards.

What is more, these

computer programs allow unlimited use of the
information purchased. Similar information is now
available on-line, through privately held CDB
Infotek in Santa Ana, California, and Information
America in Atlanta. Both can be called on voice
lines, and searches conducted

through

these

companies can yield information such as divorce
records; mortgage, IRS, and other financial data;
and even individual social security numbers.34 It is
unnerving to learn that a public agency such as the
U.S. Postal Service would consider profiting from
such efforts, by providing a national address
directory with no "unlisted" option. One can, of
course, ask that one's name be removed from
mailing lists.

One can decline to provide

information on certain forms.
guarantee
Moreover,

But there is no

that one's name will be removed.
being

added

to

a database

is

unavoidable when one applies for credit cards,
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gets a telephone or enters a hospital, and one
cannot dictate where and to whom the information
goes.
To be fair, it is important to note that
Lotus and Equifax have withdrawn some of their
prospective programs from the market--namely,
"Lotus Marketplace: Households," and "Lotus
Marketplace: Businesses," which anyone could tap
into with a personal computer.

These programs

gave personal information on names broken down
by categories that included gender, age, marital
status, dwelling unit type, and shopping habits, on
about 120 million households.

After a storm of

protest from 30,000 consumers, the products were
recalled. Equifax has also said it is giving up its
controversial practice of selling target lists drawn
from confidential credit files to purveyors of junk
mail.35
These are clearly major concessions to the
growing public sentiment that electronic databases
and on-line services providing access to sensitive
information are used in ways that threaten personal
privacy. Yet other data bureaus and Internet data
services insist they have no plans to reduce access
to their information banks. And the store of data
continues to increase. Information from the U.S.
census taken in 1990 was considerably more
detailed than in the past. The most recent census
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data

on

house

values,

family membership,

ethnicity, elderly needs, transportation habits, and
educational level are now available on CD-ROM
and floppy disk, providing information easily and
inexpensively to direct marketers and others who
can access and convert into more usable formats.
(4)

Fourth, data once recorded rarely

disappears.

Yet obsolete information can be

misleading or incriminating

out of context.

Moreover, in any database, the infonnation may be
erroneous. Surveys in 1988 and 1991 found errors
in 43 - 48 percent of credit reports, including as
many as 19 percent with inaccuracies that could
lead to denial of credit. 36 Errors may not be the
fault of the credit bureaus. Sometimes an original
public record is itself inaccurate. Regardless of an
error's source, however, there are no clear or
established procedures for correcting it. Simply
finding out if the information given out about
oneselfis inaccurate may not be difficult. In 1996,
TRW provided one free copy per year of any
individual's own credit file on request, and Equifax
and Trans Union charged a fee of only $8.00 for
each report.3?

Despite easy access to files,

however, many people have horror stories about
what happens

after they discover

an error.

Correcting an error may be nearly impossible. One
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man

reportedly

contacted

a credit

bureau

repeatedly to correct erroneous information. Soon
after, he was denied credit for a loan on the
grounds that computer records of his frequent
inquiries concerning his credit rating indicated he
may well have been

"tampering"

with the

information, and thus his high credit rating was
viewed as unreliable!

v.

Caller Identification
My second

technology

clashing

identification.38
companies

illustration
with

of developing

privacy

is caller

For several years, telephone

have been offering

a service to

businesses with "800" or "900" telephone numbers
that routinely provides marketers with end-of-themonth lists of the phone numbers of all their
callers, with no restrictions on the use of the
information. Those lists are often sold to others
seeking to target new customers. The service is
rapidly expanding: thanks to technology now being
developed, all callers can be identified by their
phone numbers to whomever they call, even if
their numbers are unlisted in a telephone directory.
It is simple: for as little as $6.50 a month as a
service fee, plus a one-time equipment charge of
$29 - $80, customers can install on their phone an
electronic screen that flashes every incoming
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number while the phone is still ringing. Telephone
companies can also deliver the name, as well as the
number, of the incoming caller, and that is quickly
becoming the service norm. Caller ID was first
introduced in the United States in New Jersey in
1987. By 1991 it was approved in over 20 states
and under consideration in 13 others.39
Some legal theorists have argued that the
caller ID technology does not raise significant
privacy concems.40 Justice Stewart's comments in
his dissent in Smith v. Maryland (1979) express
the contrary opinion:
It simply is not enough to say, after Katz,
that there is no legitimate expectation of
privacy in the numbers dialed because the
caller assumes the risk that the telephone
company will disclose them ...Most private
telephone subscribers may have their own
numbers listed in a publicly distributed
directory, but I doubt that there are any
who would be happy to have broadcast to
the world a list of the local or long
distance numbers they have called. This is
not because such a list might in some sense
be incriminating, but because it easily
could reveal the identities of the persons
and the places called, and thus reveal the
most intimate details of a person's life.41
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Privacy issues surrounding caller ID are
magnified

because

the telephone

companies

offering the service are, in an almost Orwellian
fashion, becoming increasingly powerful keepers
and purveyors of information most of us consider
private. Recent court decisions have cleared the
way for the Baby Bells to enter the electronic
information services business, using phone lines to
provide news reports and stock quotes, as well as
long-term
42

records.

storage

of business

and medical

Now they have the power to package

and publish electronic information for sale across
business and home phone lines in ways we cannot
control, to everyone from prospective employers
to telemarketers, making the phone companies
ever

more

powerful

as

the

scope

of

telecommunications grows.
Protecting

individual

privacy

without

losing the benefits of caller ID is a difficult
challenge.

On one hand, proponents

of the

technology argue it provides a valuable service to
people pestered by obscene or harassing phone
calls or persistent telemarketers,

as well as to

delivery services such as florists who need
verification for orders or who are plagued by
pranksters. The benefits are obvious: caller ID lets
them know who is calling before they answer the
phone. On the other hand, privacy advocates for
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callers vehemently

disagree,

maintaining that

callers have privacy rights, too, and should be able
to choose anonymity.

They worry that the

prospect of identification will deter anonymous
police informants or callers to hot lines for drug
abusers, people with AIDS, or runaways, for
instance. They believe Caller ID can threaten the
safety of those trying to find refuge from batterers
or child abusers and will discourage doctors and
other professionals from returning emergency calls
from their homes, fearing release of their private
numbers.
Opponents of caller ID believe few of us
want

our names and numbers

automatically

available for direct callbacks, and they know
information about who calls a number can easily
be used to compile and update telemarketing lists
and data banks. They recognize that the cost of
caller ID puts it beyond the reach of low-income
customers,
power.

further aggravating
As Pennsylvania

inequalities of

ACLU

Executive

Director Barry Steinhardt has argued, "Not only
does the use of Caller ID go against public policy,
but it is one more blatant example of how
emerging technology is stripping away individual
privacy rights layer by layer."43 Generally, when
people see themselves as receivers of phone calls,
they are eager for caller ID. But as callers, most
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want the power to block display of their numbers
and names.

Ironically, the privacy interests

compete within the same people: those who both
make and receive telephone calls.
The privacy problems of caller ID are
amplified in part by a similar telephone service
called ANI (automatic

number identification)

geared to businesses, including those with toll-free
numbers. Like caller ID, ANI passes a telephone
number along with each call, and then matches the
number with a customer's corporate database in a
personal computer, making it possible for a caller's
file to be displayed before anyone answers the
phone.44

Beginning with just a phone number, a

whole host of information becomes common
property.
Most

caller ID systems automatically

release the caller's phone number and name. To
prevent this information from being divulged for a
particular call, the caller must enter a code
(typically *67) before dialing the number. In other
words, callers must take an extra step each time
they want to retain the privacy they had previously
taken for granted.
blocking.

This is called "per-call"

Some phone systems allow "per-line"

blocking: the caller's number is kept private by
default and is released only when the caller enters
an "unblocking" code for a single call. A serious
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difficulty is that for most caller ID systems,
automatic supply of phone numbers is routine.
Blocking, if available at all, is usually allowed only
on a per-call basis. With these systems the burden
for blocking is always on the caller. Callers must
know that their numbers are being released, must
learn how to block the release, and must remember
to enter the special code every time they want to
block automatic transmission of their names and
numbers. Hence callers cannot avoid "assuming
the risk" of privacy loss without careful selfdiscipline.
Bell Atlantic, among other providers, have
been fighting all blocking on the grounds that it
will devalue their service.45 In 1992, New England
Telephone chose not to offer caller ID rather than
be forced to provide a blocking option.

Under

pressure, New England Telephone reversed its
policy, but at first offered per-call blocking as the
only option.

For other telephone companies as

well, per-line blocking is either unavailable or must
be specially requested by the customer.

46

In a preposterous example of the profit
motive at work, New York Telephone, in a fullpage letter in The New York Times, defended
caller ID with blocking on a single-call basis as a
public service valuable for consumers, society, and
the telephone companies.41 It insisted that caller
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ID can help deter crime such as bomb threats and
kidnapping, arguing that per-call blocking by code
adequately protects the privacy of callers as well
as those subscribing to the service.

New York

Telephone maintained, furthermore, that per-line
blocking increases false alarms and compromises
the effectiveness of emergency response agencies
such as police, fire, and ambulance services by
impeding quick determination of call sources. It
claimed that children and others would either
forget or not know how to disengage the blocking
in an emergency.
This appeal to public policy is both selfserving and deceptive. The phone companies are
well aware that the technology is available to
override blocking for "911" calls and other
emergency

numbers.

Moreover,

with

the

responsibility on the caller to safeguard privacy on
every call, privacy is lost by default.

Experts say

that so far, few people are blocking release of their
numbers.

That is no surprise.

Even careful

readers can overlook or misunderstand inserts in
phone

bills

that

describe

blocking,

and

consequently much of the public is unaware of the
option to block.
VI.

Suggestions and Possible Solutions
A) Consider first massive databases and
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on-line dispersal of information.

The move by

Lotus and Equifax to recall software allowing
access

to

files via

encouraging.

personal

Apparently

computer

is

concerned with its

image, Equifax has also hired Professor Alan
Westin, a philosopher and privacy expert from
Columbia

University,

protections.

to

review

its privacy

Thus it is clear that public pressure

can have an effect and must be continued.
In addition, we need better legislative
controls

over

access

to

information.

The

European Union has proposed privacy guidelines
to

restrict

carefully

the

collection

and

dissemination of personal data. These guidelines
require

companies

containing

personal

to register
information,

all databases
require that

subjects be told and give consent for their personal
data to be collected or used, and require that any
information gained for one purpose not be used for
any other purpose unless the individual consents
after being given an opportunity to refuse to allow
the information sharing.

The guidelines also

prevent transfer of information from one country
to another unless the latter country also has
adequate protection of records, and they do not
allow collection of data on race, ethnic origin,
political or religious affiliation, health status or
sexual orientation.48

Europeans are astounded
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there is no comparable protection or similar plan
pending in the United States.

Unfortunately

American corporations, far from embracing these
sound ideas, are fearful that the rules will hinder
their routine use of computer data.
many European

countries

However,

are threatening

prohibit business transactions

to

with American

companies that cannot ensure similar protection.
Consequently, the profit motive may actually boost
privacy protection in this area.
We should note that this American fear of
regulating data may be unwarranted.

Some argue

that Germany's experience with careful control of
electronic databases undermines U.S. marketers'
claims

that

unacceptable
Germany

strict

privacy

laws

will place

burdens on businesses.

Today

is cited as having Europe's

most

successful direct marketing industry, despite laws
that forbid collecting personal information on
anyone without prior notification and withholding
that information if the individual wants to review
it.

The German system requires businesses of

twenty or more employees to name an official to
oversee gathering of personal data.

There are

state and federal data directors as well. 49
Sweden,

which in 1973 was the first

country to pass a national privacy law, provides a
somewhat different example. It has a centralized
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government

file with

the

information

that

marketers want, and the file is used by about 9
percent of Sweden's direct mail companies. so The
worry with this centralization is that it places too
much power in a single public agency. Advocates
of the system reply that the constitutional right for
any individual to see what is in the archives or files
places a check on the government. Having access
to information does not guarantee control over the
information, however, and it is not clear what
procedures

Sweden

has for those who find

erroneous information or want data eliminated
from their file.
Another proposal worth considering is the
formation of national privacy boards staffed with
experts who have considered the issues from
consumer, business, political, philosophical, and
economic viewpoints. These boards could oversee
regulations

such as those suggested

by the

European Union. They might also implement and
supervise additional protective measures, such as
provision

of free annual

credit

reports

to

consumers and regular mandatory updates, audits,
and corrections in reports.
Note, however, the common theme in
these different approaches by the European Union,
Germany, Sweden, and others.
dominant

thesis

of

my
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Each echoes a

book:

the

initial

presumption must be that privacy protection is
important and guidelines are essential. Moreover,
each plan helps individuals retain control over
information

about

themselves

by providing

knowledge about the data banks and access to the
information, and by requiring permission and
consent for collection or transfer of data.
B) For the second case, caller ID, it is
unfortunate that most parties to the debate have
taken extreme positions. They either recommend
that the service be legally prohibited, revoked, or
heavily regulated to protect privacy, or they
defend caller ID as a service that should be
available without limitations. It seems clear that
like computer databases, the service must be
regulated at the federal rather than local level,
perhaps with worldwide guidelines to follow. This
is necessary in part to coordinate the interstate
calling patterns of consumers and businesses, as
well as to harmonize the competing claims of
individual privacy and commercial viability. Local
or state regulations

do not protect

privacy

uniformly, and will undoubtedly lead consumers to
become frustrated or annoyed with a patchwork of
different rules and options. Such frustration will
only hinder the success of the technology. There
is, moreover, a better alternative for satisfying
both parties in the privacy debate over caller ID:
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namely to provide

per-line blocking

as the

standard service, with a choice to revert to per-call
blocking. This can be accomplished in a way that
allows people dynamically to negotiate the degree
of privacy they wish to sacrifice or maintain.5l
Consider how such a system would work
with caller ID. Initially, all phone subscribers' lines
would, by default, block the release of the caller's
number. Subscribers could choose to release their
number

on a per-call

basis by dialing an

unblocking code (other than *67). Thus far, this
is just per-line blocking. But phones with caller ID
displays could also be set up automatically to
refuse calls when the number has not been
provided by the caller. When an anonymous call
is attempted, the phone does not ring.

The

thwarted caller hears a short recorded message
explaining that to complete the call, the originating
phone number must be furnished. This message
then instructs the caller what code to dial to give
out the number. Otherwise, the call is incomplete
and the caller is not charged. Thus, a caller has
the chance to decide whether a call is important
enough that it is worth surrendering anonymity.
This solution

preserves

choice

and ensures

privacy. Callers can control when to give out their
numbers; call recipients can screen and refuse
anonymous calls. The system remains voluntary.
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Through a dynamic and interactive process, both
callers and call recipients are allowed to determine
the extent to which their privacy is compromised.
Most callers, of course, will want to
release their number when calling friends and
associates. And if such calls dominate their use of
the phone, they might choose to change the default
on their line so that it automatically releases their
number unless they dial in a blocking code. Thus,
a dynamic negotiation system may well lead many
people

to change

from per-line to per-call

blocking-- precisely what the phone companies
and the Federal Communications
favor.

Commission

But when these customers change their

default setting, they will know what they are
choosing and why; they will be actively consenting
to give out their numbers as a matter of course.
Some display units that can be purchased
for use with caller ID are already able to reject
anonymous calls, but they are a far cry from the
dynamic negotiation system described. With these
caller ID units, every call, whether accepted or
not, is considered to have been answered and is
charged to the caller. But a call that is rejected
because of its anonymity should entail no charge.
This requires that the call be intercepted by the
phone company's central office switchboard before
it reaches the recipient's line. The technology for
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implementing dynamic negotiation for caller ID is
already available. The FCC need only amend its
recent ruling and mandate per-line blocking as the
default, requiring the necessary recordings and call
interceptions described.
Although inspired by the debate over caller
ID, the concept of dynamic negotiation of privacy
can

apply

to

technologies.

other

telecommunications

One likely candidate is electronic

mail. With traditional paper mail, people have
always had the right, and the ability, to send
anonymous correspondence.

Delivery of the

envelope requires neither that the letter be signed
nor that a return address be provided.

On the

receiving end, people similarly have the right to
discard anonymous mail unopened. Applying the
principles of dynamic negotiation,

senders of

electronic mail would have the option to identify
or not identify themselves. Recipients could reject
as undeliverable any e-mail with an unidentified
sender. The sender would then have the option to
retransmit the message, this time with a return
address.

As with caller ID, the users negotiate

among themselves.

The system itself remains

privacy neutral.
The

fundamental

presumption

is that

privacy must be viewed as important from multiple
perspectives; its protection should be assumed to
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be necessary at the outset, and technology should
be so adapted that its use does not automatically
require that one forfeit one's privacy.

Several

criteria guide the approach I have defended: (i) the
need to protect individual privacy for all parties to
a communication, (ii) the importance of letting
new technologies flourish, and (iii) the need for
national guidelines to provide consistency

in

system use and privacy protection where we now
have

a conglomeration

guidelines.

Since

of conflicting

technological

state

innovation

proceeds rapidly, we must continually examine
how best to make possible new features while
preserving or enhancing our existing privacy.
The challenge is to protect privacy
comprehensively,

but not at the expense of

technological services.

For Caller ID as well as

the European proposals for data bases, the key
idea is to begin with maximal privacy protection,
and then ensure

that people

are educated,

consulted, and allowed to give consent or refusal
before information is gathered or disseminated.
They may then choose whether or not it is
worthwhile for them to release personal database
information

or

their

phone

numbers,

etc.

Consumers must demand that the government
make it possible easily to protect the privacy of
both the caller and the called, the e-mail sender
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and receiver.

Individuals, not the telephone or

communications companies, should determine the
manner and extent to which the inevitability of
new information technologies pervade our nation.

VII. Conclusion
In conclusion, I have focused on only two
instances

where

privacy collide.

information

technology

and

Many other cases arise where

there is a need to balance access to information
and privacy. For example: Should doctors know
when patients have AIDS or are HIV positive?
Should patients be told the HIV status of doctors?
Who, for what reasons, should be allowed access
to the results of genetic testing?

How much

employment monitoring, through closed-circuit
television, phone tapping, e-mail and computer
files, is acceptable? Are tracking and surveillance
systems for criminal suspects justified?

Surely

there are many others.
There are a number of moral issues that
arise

from

information

conflicts

between

technology.

privacy

and

First, technological

advances without restrictions often erase one's
ability to maintain privacy and control information
about oneself. Second, competing claims between
public access and individual privacy are sometimes
compounded by concerns over the coercive power
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of the state.

We want to live in an open and

accountable society, yet we also want to preserve
our right to be let alone. Third, one person's or
one group's right to know often collides with
another's right to keep information private. It is
difficult to make broad generalizations about how
to balance these interests. Individuals may make
different choices based on their evaluation of the
context of each case, and it is essential to involve
them in the decisions wherever possible.
Legal issues are rapidly increasing in this
area as well. In some cases, there are as yet no
legal guidelines to help answer questions about
how much is private, as with doctors who are HIV
positive and want to withhold that information. In
other cases, there is a patchwork

of local

regulations that conflict, as in different

u.s. state

laws concerning the telephone companies and
caller ID. Finally, there are cases where national
regulations and legislation have been proposed and
passed, but where there are loopholes or escape
clauses that vitiate the intended effects of the
legislation, as is the case with U. S. statutes on
databases and information storage.
There are many good reasons to keep
public records open and accessible. It is important
for society to monitor illegal activities, to capture
criminals, and to preserve public safety.
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Oliver

North's e-mail messages helped lead to major
revelations
organized

in the Iran-Contra

scandal,

and

crime leaders have been detected

through phone taps and surveillance. Yet personal
data can be collected and used to blackmail
people, as was done by J. Edgar Hoover and the
FBI in the 19608 and 1970s, ruining innocent
lives.52
Clearly individual privacy must be balanced
against other rights and values such as public
safety. It is sometimes difficult to separate trivial
irritations arising from privacy intrusions, such as
extra junk mail, from more damaging privacy
invasions. But it is also worth remembering that
technology and privacy need not be incompatible
and antagonistic.

Airport X-ray machines can

make hand searches of luggage less frequent.
Magnetic markers in books and on merchandise
make searches of briefcases and bags in libraries
and stores largely unnecessary.

Our goal should

be to manage new technologies appropriately, not
impede or destroy them.
My approach requires first that we specify
which types of matters are private. Surely aspects
of one's medical history may legitimately be viewed
as private, in contrast to one's publicly listed
telephone number.

Second, we must maintain a

presumption in favor of privacy and then develop
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criteria for deciding whether a violation of privacy
is justified. Random drug testing for airline pilots
may be a clear invasion of privacy, but it may be
justified on the basis of public safety if there is
strong evidence of drug abuse related to accidents
and reasonable likelihood the testing can alleviate
the problem. In contrast, random testing of clerical
workers is not legitimate when their work can be
monitored in other ways without violating their
privacy.

In the case of address lists and phone

numbers, local firehouses or ambulance services
may need this information to respond immediately
to emergencies and save lives.

And financial

institutions clearly have legitimate uses for credit
histories in an era of economic stress and increased
bankruptcies.

But free-flowing information on

interconnected public or private databases that can
be sold without restrictions is not only highly
questionable, but extremely intrusive.53
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